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C H A P T E R R 

Javaa Quality Assurance by Detecting 
Codee Smells 

oftwareoftware inspection is a known technique for improving software quality. It 
involvesinvolves carefully examining the code, the design, and the documentation of 

softwaresoftware and checking these for aspects that areknown to be potentially problem-
aticatic based on past experience. 

CodeCode smells are a metaphor that is used to describe the patterns that identify the 
locationslocations in a software system that could benefit from refactoring. In this chapter, 
wewe investigate how the quality of code can be automatically assessed by checking 
forfor the presence of code smells and how this approach can contribute to automatic 
codecode inspection. 

WeWe describe the design and implementation of JCOSMO, a prototype code smell 
browserbrowser that detects and visualizes code smells in JAVA source code and show how 
thisthis tool was applied in a case study. The work presented in this chapter was 
publishedpublished earlier as [EM02]. 

8.11 Introduction 

Softwaree inspection is a known technique for improving software quality. It was first 
introducedd in 1976 by Fagan [Fag76] and has since been reported on by numerous 
others,, for example [R.US91, GG93]. Software inspection involves carefully examining 
thee code, the design, and the documentation of software and checking these for aspects 
thatt are known to be potentially problematic based on past experience. 

Itt is generally accepted that the cost of repairing a bug is much lower when that bug 
iss found early in the development cycle. One of the advantages of software inspection is 
thatt the software is analysed before it is tested. Thus, potential problems are identified 
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inn the beginning of the cycle so that they can be solved early, when it's still cheap to fix 
them. . 

Traditionally,, software inspection is a formal process that involves labor-intensive 
manuall  analysis techniques such as formal code reviews and structured walk-throughs. 
Inspectionn is a systematic and disciplined process that is guided by well-defined rules. 
Thesee strict requirements often backfire, resulting in code inspections that are not 
performedd well or sometimes even not performed at all. 

Thesee problems are addressed by tools that automate the software inspection pro-
cess.. We distinguish two approaches: 

1.. Tools that automate the inspection process, making it easier to follow the guide-
liness and record the results. 

2.. Tools that perform automatic code inspection, relieving the programmers of the 
manuall  inspection burden. 

Wee concentrate on the second type: tools that perform automatic inspection. Such 
toolss are interesting since automatic inspection and reporting on the code's quality 
andd conformance to coding standards allows early (and repeated) detection of signs of 
projectt deterioration. Early feedback enables early corrections, thereby lowering the 
developmentt costs and increasing the chances for success. 

8.1.11 Code Smells 

Thee existing tools that support automatic code inspection (for example, the well-
knownn C analyzer LINT [J0I178]) tend to focus on improving code quality from a tech-
nicall  perspective. The fewer bugs (or defects) there are present in a piece of code, the 
higherr the quality of that code. From this perspective, code inspection boils down 
too low-level bug-chasing and we see this reflected in the tools which typically look 
forr problems with pointer arithmetic, memory (de)allocation, null references, array 
boundss errors, etc. 

Inn this chapter, we will focus on a different aspect of code quality: Inspired by 
thee metaphor of "code smells" introduced in the refactoring book [F0W99], we review 
thee code for problems that are generally associated with bad program design and bad 
programmingg practices.1 

Beckk and Fowler introduce the metaphor of "code smells" to describe the patterns in 
codee that indicate that refactoring can be applied. "Refactoring is the process of changing 
aa software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the code yet 
improvesimproves its internal structure". It improves the design of a software system after it was 
writtenn by tidying up code and reducing itss complexity. The resulting software is easier 
too understand and maintain. 

Codee smells can be used to answer the question of when and what to refactor. 
Thee idea is not necessarily that no code smells are permitted, but rather that code 

11 Please note that we do not regard this type of quality to be more important or better than the former. 
Bothh aspects should be considered when trying to improve overall software quality. We decided to focus 
onn the second type since it is currently much less supported than the first type. 
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smellss are hints which tell us that refactoring may be beneficial. Some examples of 
codee smells are: duplicated code, methods that are too long, classes that contain too 
muchh functionality, classes that violate data hiding or encapsulation rules or classes 
thatt delegate the majority of their functionality to other classes. 

8.1.22 Coding Standards 

Anotherr important code quality aspect of large scale software development is confor-
mancee to coding standards. Coding standards ensure that everyone in the company 
cann understand (and work with) each others' code. If conformance is not achieved, 
i.e.. if the code is not written and organized according to the programming guide-
lines,, it becomes much harder for a large team of programmers to develop, integrate, 
andd maintain a particular piece of software. This becomes even more important in 
ann environment where developers are geographically distributed, as is, for example, 
commonlyy found in open source development projects. 

Unfortunately,, conformance to coding standards is not always easy to achieve in 
practice.. All developers involved in the project have to know and appreciate the guide-
liness enough to build software according to them. Experience shows that just pub-
lishingg a set of programming guidelines is not enough. If developers do not really 
understandd (the ideas behind) a particular rule, feel restricted by it, or maybe just do 
nott believe that this rule can be useful, they are more likely to ignore that rule dur-
ingg development. In other cases, the set of guidelines may be so large that it is easy 
too overlook some of them during development. When the project comes under time 
constraints,, these effects are often even stronger. 

Consequently,, overall code quality can be improved by ensuring that the code con-
formss to the coding standards. This process is supported by automatic conformance 
checking.. By allowing for the definition of additional (project specific) smells, auto-
maticc smell detection turns into a conformance checking process. 

Inn this chapter, we investigate whether detection of code smells can contribute to 
automaticc software inspection. Section 8.2 discusses a general approach for build-
ingg a software inspection tool that is based on detection of code smells. Section 8.3 
introducess the case study that was used to investigate the feasibility of the approach. 
Sectionn 8.4 describes the implementation of JCOSMO, the prototype code smell browser 
thatt was developed in the case study. We conclude with an evaluation of the case study, 
ann overview of related work, and the discussion of future work and contributions in 
Sectionn 8.5. 

8.22 Approach 

Theree are a number of important questions that need to be answered before we can 
automatee detection of code smells in program code and use them for software inspec-
tion:: What code smells are we going to detect? How are we going to detect these smells? 
Howw are we going to present the results? 
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Thee remainder of this section discusses these questions and the issues that sur-
roundd them in more detail. This results in a generic approach for building software 
inspectionn tools that are based on code smell detection. 

8.2.11 What smells are we going to detect? 

Inn the refactoring book, Beck and Fowler present a list of code smells that they use 
too look for refactoring potential [F0W99]. These smells range from simple patterns 
thatt everyone discourages, such as "code duplication" and "long methods", to more 
complexx patterns that originate from object oriented design issues, such as "parallel 
inheritancee hierarchies" (if you extend or change one hierarchy you will need to do 
thee same with the other) and "message chains" (this smell is also known as the Law of 
Demeter:: a client should not navigate through the object structure, for example, as is 
donee in the call a.getThisO .getThatO.fooO). 

Otherr examples of code smells are: "large class" especially w.r.t. classes with many 
fields,fields, "feature envy" for methods that access more methods and fields of another class 
thann of its own class, "switch statements" where inheritance should be used for special-
ization,, "data class" for classes that do not contain functionality, only fields, "refused 
bequest""  for classes that leave many of the fields and methods they inherit unused, and 
"dataa clumps" for clusters of data that are often seen together as class members or in 
methodd signatures but are not grouped in a class. 

Wee can make a few observations about this list that influence our design. First, 
suchh a list of code smells can never be complete: there will always be domains and 
projectss where a different set of code smells should be applied. For example, in Chap-
terr 9, we present a number of smells that can occur in unit test code and describe the 
correspondingg refactorings to remove them. 

Second,, code smells are subjective: they are based on opinions and experiences. 
Creatorss of a list include those patternss that they found to be useful indicators of po-
tentiallyy problematic aspects of the code. However, not all smells maybe supported by 
concretee evidence and some of them may be inspired by aesthetic considerations. For 
example,, some developers strive to minimize the use of typecasts and consider type-
castss to be a smell, while others see absolutely no harm in typecasts and do not want 
too regard them as smells. 

Finally,, code smells are not precise: "One thing we won't try to do here is give pre-
cisecise criteria for when a refactoring is overdue. In our experience no set of metrics rivals 
informedinformed human intuition" [F0W99, p.75]. This is related to the subjectivity of code 
smells.. For each project, one needs to decide what the actual parameters are: for ex-
ample,, which variable naming convention are used and what is the maximum size of 
classess and methods that is allowed, etc. 

Fromm these observations, we can only conclude that one of the main design re-
quirementss for a code smell inspection tool is that the smells should be configurable 
byy the user. As tool builders, we can predefine a number of smells but configurabil-
ityy is needed to allow for: (1) definition of additional smells, (2) removal of smells 
thatt should not be considered, and (3) more precise definition of a smell so that its 
parameterss can be tuned. 
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8.2.22 How are we going to detect these smells? 

Examinationn of the list of code smells shows that each of them is characterized by a 
numberr of smell aspects that are visible in source code entities such as packages, classes, 
methods,, etc. A given code smell is detected when all its aspects are found in the code. 

Wee distinguish two types of smell aspects: primitive smell aspects that can be ob-
servedd directly in the code, and derived smell aspects that are inferred from other as-
pects.. An example of a primitive aspect is "method m contains a switch statement" 
ann example of a derived aspect is "class C does not use any methods offered by its 
superclasses". . 

Thiss distinction is used in the design of the smell detection process that is separated 
intoo the following steps: 

1.. Find all entities of interest in the code. 

2.. Inspect them for primitive smell aspects. 

3.. Store information about entities and primitive smell aspects in a repository. 

4.. Infer derived smell aspects from the repository. 

Thiss process constructs so-called source models from the program text. These source 
modelss are the abstraction of a system's source code that is needed for smell detection. 
Thee structure of these source models is described by a meta-model. Our meta-model 
wass designed with analysis of JAVA programs in mind. It contains information re-
gardingg program entities such as packages, classes, interfaces, exceptions, methods, 
constructors,, static blocks, and fields. Furthermore, it describes the relations between 
thesee entities such as composition, inheritance, interface implementation, thrown ex-
ceptions,, inner classes, method calls, field accesses, and field assignments. 

Ourr meta-model is very similar to those used by other JAVA analysis tools such 
ass Shimba [SYMoo] and Revjava [FI002]. Furthermore, it has considerable overlap 
withh the Famix meta-model that was designed with generic 00 reverse engineering 
andd refactoring in mind [Ticoi]. Although our current focus is on the JAVA program-
mingg language, we feel that this overlap indicates that it is possible to generalize our 
approachh to other object oriented languages. 

Soo how do we find and inspect all entities of interest in the code? Since the code 
smellss are described in terms of program patterns and not in terms of behavior pat-
terns,, dynamic (runtime) information is not needed for smell detection. Therefore, 
sourcee models can be extracted using static analysis of the program: First, a parser 
readss the source code and produces a parse tree containing all structural information 
containedd in the code. Second, an analyzer reads these parse trees and traverses them 
accordingg to the program structure. During this traversal, the analyser visits all pro-
gramm entities and stores their structure and relations in the repository. When primitive 
smelll  aspects are observed, these are also stored in the repository. 

Notee that is is possible to extend our approach to include code smells that need 
runtimee information for their detection. For this, we need to add a separate extractor 
thatt is used to augment the source models with the necessary dynamic information. 
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InIn general, such a "dynamic" extractor will collect this information using source code 
instrumentation.. In the case of JAVA analysis, an attractive alternative is monitoring 
thee runtime environment via its debugging interface. 

8.2.33 How are we going to present the results? 

Thee next question we have to ask ourselves is how the smells should be presented to 
thee user after they have been detected. There are several ways in which this can be 
done.. The intended use of the tool will have substantial influence on the the type of 
presentationn used. We distinguish three classes of users for the detection results: 

a.. Programmers that use detected smells during development or maintenance of a 
systemm to improve the code. 

b.. Code inspectors (or reviewers) that use detected smells to assess the quality of 
thee code. 

c.. Tools that use the detected smells to perform further analysis or transformations 
onn the code, for example, software refactoring tools. Generally, these tools do 
nott need specific presentations, they just use the repository content for further 
processing. . 

Notee that we do not consider software integrators as a separate class but assume that 
theyy switch between the inspector and developer roles. 

Smelll  presentation for programmers should be integrated with the normal devel-
opmentt process. This can be done without much intrusion by treating smells similarly 
too compilation errors and warnings. Depending on the IDE, smells will then be shown 
inn separate message panes or integrated with the class browser (as for example is done 
withh compiler errors in IBM's VisualAge for Java and the new Eclipse platform). An-
otherr possibility is building a dedicated smell browser that can be used to explore the 
repositoryy (similar to the Windows Explorer interface). Since the main focus of this 
chapterr is software inspection, we will not investigate this approach any further. 

Softwaree inspectors have special presentation requirements for assessing the qual-
ityy of (potentially large) software systems. They need to be able to get a quick overview 
off  the complete system, showing if the system contains bad smells, what parts are 
affected,, and where the concentration of smells is the highest. 

Wee can support these requirements by generating graphical representations of the 
softwaree system, in particular by visualizing the source model using structured graphs. 
Thee nodes in these graphs are the program entities of the source models (i.e., packages, 
classes,, methods, etc.) and the edges are the relations between program entities (Le., 
composition,, inheritance, method calls, etc.). Since these nodes and edges can be 
distinguishedd based on their types, we can represent them using different colors and 
selectivelyy hide them in various views on the graph. Graph layout algorithms can be 
appliedd in these views to improve their comprehensibility. 

Theree are a number of options for the visualization of code smells in these graphs. 
Forr example, one can vary node attributes such as color and size for the nodes that 
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representt code entities that possess code smells. Furthermore, code smells can be visu-
alizedd using additional nodes that are connected to the entity in which they are present. 
Itt is also possible to use code smells during the computation of the graph layout, for 
example,, by ordering them in such a way that nodes with the most smells come first 
(i.e.,, in the upper left corner of the picture). 

8.2.44 Modular Architecture 

Ass we have seen, it is important that our code smell inspection tool is easily extendable 
becausee new smells are likely to be added during its lifetime. In particular, it should be 
possiblee for users to add their own code smells. We can support this in our design by 
usingg a modular architecture that encapsulates the detection of primitive smell aspects 
andd inference of derived smell aspects in separate units. With such an architecture, 
additionn of new code smells is as simple as extending the set of detectors or inference 
rules. . 

Thee presentation side of our tool should also be robust against addition of new 
smells.. This has two aspects: (1) addition of new smells should not break existing 
visualizations,, and (2) preferably, we want new smells to be included in the main views 
withoutt extra work. 

Ann overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 8.1. In this figure, the boxes 
depictt inputs and outputs, the ellipses depict processing. Double lined shapes are used 
too indicate that this item can occur a number of times (for example, there exist sev-
erall  extractors for the different primitive smell aspects but only one extractor for the 
programm structure). 

8.33 Case Study 

Too investigate the feasibility of the described approach, we have performed a case study 
inn which we developed a prototype software inspection tool that is based on code smell 
detectionn and applied it on a JAVA software system. 

Thee system analysed, called CHARTOON, is a tool for developing 21/2 dimensional 
animationss of facial expressions [RHN99]. It was originally developed as a research 
prototypee at the CWI under the direction of Paul ten Hagen. The research group has 

Figuree 8.1: Architecture of code smell browser. 
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formedd a spinoff company and is in the process of reviewing their code intensively in 
preparationn for releasing it as a commercial product. 

Onee of the principal software engineers involved in this task consulted with us 
too see whether we could provide tool support for refactoring and quality assurance. 
Basedd on our discussions and guided by the company's coding standards, we have 
addedd detection of some specific code smells to our prototype. The remainder of this 
sectionn discusses these additional smells in more detail. 

8.3.11 Instanceofas Code Smell 

Inn JAVA, the instanceof operator is used to check that an object is an instance of a 
givenn class or implements a certain interface. These are considered code smell aspects 
becausee a concentration of instanceof operators in the same block of code may indi-
catee a place where the introduction of an inheritance hierarchy or the use of method 
overloadingg might be a better solution. 

Wee have found two typical patterns in which this occurs: The first is characterized 
byy a sequence of conditional statements that test an object for its type. When the type 
iss found, the object is cast to that type and a method is called. This can be refactored 
byy introducing a common interface that defines the method and lets the runtime en-
vironmentt call the appropriate method using dynamic method dispatch (also known 
ass late binding). 

Thee second pattern is characterized by a method that takes a variable of the type 
Objectt (the supertype of all JAVA classes) as a parameter and has a body which con-
tainss a sequence of conditional statements that perform different actions depending 
onn the object's type. In this case the original method can be broken up into a series 
off  overloaded methods, each taking one of the types tested for before as a parameter. 
Thiss removes the instanceof statements, making the code more modular and easier to 
understand. . 

8.3.22 Typecast as Code Smell 

Anotherr code smell that was added for the case study involves typecasts. Typecasts are 
usedd to explicitly convert an object from one class type into another. Many people 
considerr typecasts to be problematic since it is possible to write illegal casting instruc-
tionss in the source code which cannot be detected during compilation but result in 
runtimee errors. 

Onee typical pattern where typecasts create this smell can be observed when objects 
aree stored in one of the container classes from the JAVA API. Because these classes are 
writtenn as generic containers for objects of any type, items are automatically upcasted 
too their generic supertype Object when they are put in a container. When the pro-
grammerr retrieves items from a container, they have to be explicitly downcasted to 
whateverr type they used to be. However, since this type is not always known (and stor-
agee methods accept all types of objects), it is possible to perform illegal casting which 
resultss in a runtime error. 
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Thiss pattern can be remediated by creating a wrapper around the container that is 
specificc to the type that the container is going to hold. This way, casts are hidden in the 
wrapperr class, and static type checking makes sure that the correct type is put into the 
container.. In addition, the wrapper class can get a descriptive name that makes it clear 
whatt objects are contained. This is especially useful if the container is passed around 
inn the program. 

8.44 Prototype Implementation 

Too illustrate the approach described in Section 8.2, we have implemented JCOSMO, a 
prototypee code smell browser. This tool was created following the architecture de-
scribedd in Figure 8.1. It consists of two main phases: the code smell extraction and 
thee visualization. During extraction, the source code is parsed and a source model is 
generatedd that describes program structure and code smells. This source model is read 
duringg visualization to generate different views on the source code and its smells. 

8.4.11 Extraction 

Thee extraction of program structure and primitive smell aspects was implemented us-
ingg the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [BDH+oi], an environment for developing lan-
guagee centered tooling that was developed at the CWI (Centre for Mathematics and 
Computerr Science) in the Netherlands under the direction of Paul Klint. This environ-
mentt supports the generation of parsers, syntax directed editors and language process-
ingg tools such as interpreters, type-checkers and source-to-source transformations. It 
takess two types of input: (1) language syntax definitions written in the formalism SDF 
[Vis97]]  and (2) language processing definitions written in the term rewriting language 
ASFF [BHK89]. 

Thee parser generator produces generalized LR (GLR) parsers. Generalized parsing 
allowss definition of the complete class of context-free grammars instead of restricting 
itt to a non-ambiguous subclass such as LL(k), LR(k) or LALR(i) , which is common 
too most other parser generators [Tom86]. This allows for a more natural definition 
off  the intended syntax because a grammar developer no longer needs to encode it in 
aa restricted subclass. Moreover, since the full class of context-free grammars is closed 
underr composition (unlike restricted subclasses), generalized parsing allows for better 
modularityy and syntax reuse. For more information on SDF, we refer to [Vis97]. 

Programmingg in ASF is done in a functional fashion by means of term rewriting: 
ruless that describe how a given term can be translated into another term. These rewrite 
ruless can be defined using pattern matching on concrete syntax defined in the SDF 
grammar.. The patterns can contain variables that are bound during matching and can 
bee reused to build the reduct. The use of concrete syntax has the advantage that the 
extractorr writer does not have to learn a new language for processing terms. 

Forr our prototype, we have instantiated the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment using an 
SDFSDF definition of the JAVA grammar and a set of ASF modules that specify the process-
ingg that is needed for extraction of program structure and primitive smell aspects. The 
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extractionn is performed in two steps: first, the JAVA input is parsed using a parser gen-
eratedd from the SDF grammar. Then the parse trees are processed using term rewriting 
traversalss in ASF to derive the desired source model. This model describes the structure 
andd primitive smell aspects detected in the code. The source models are represented 
inn plain text in the three tuple notation that is known as RSF (Rigi Standard Format). 

Wee have chosen to analyse JAVA source code instead of JAVA byte-code as is done 
byy most other tools that operate on JAVA software. This choice has a number of advan-
tages: : 

 Source code analysis allows us to treat parts of software systems that do not 
compilee by themselves because of incompleteness. When the source code pars-
ingg is based on island grammars, it is even possible to analyse source code that 
containss syntax errors (see Chapter 2). 

 Extraction of program structure and primitive smell aspects from source code 
cann be expressed using pattern matching over the concrete syntax of the JAVA 

programmingg language. This makes it very easy for users to adapt and extend 
thee extractor in order to detect new code smells since they do not have to learn 
aa new language. 

 Some coding standards cannot be checked on byte-code since the byte-code 
containss less information than the original source code (i.e., regarding layout 
andd variable names). 

Inn case only the byte-code for a system is available, it can still be analysed with our 
tooll  by first feeding it through a decompiler. However, one can wonder why the code 
qualityy of such a system needs to be assessed in the first place... 

Afterr extraction of program structure and primitive smell aspects, these facts are 
combinedd and abstracted to infer a number of derived smell aspects regarding code 
smells.. These derived smell aspects are also stored in the repository. One of the tools 
wee use for inferring these derived aspects is GROK [H0I98], a calculator for relational 
algebraalgebra [Tar4i]. Relational algebra provides operators for relational composition, for 
computingg the transitive closure of a relation, for computing the difference between 
twoo relations, and so on. We use it, for example, to compute the "refused bequest" 
smelll  where child classes do not use the methods that were offered by their parents. 

8.4.22 Visualization 

Thee visualization was implemented using the Rigi software visualization tool that was 
developedd at the University of Victoria, Canada, under the direction of Hausi Muller 
[TWSM94].. The Rigi infrastructure is based on a general graph model. This graph 
modell  is adapted to a specific domain by defining the entity types and relations of 
interestt in a domain model. Usually, graphs are created using a parser that extracts 
factss from a software system and stores them in this graph model using Rigi Standard 
Formatt (RSF). The graphs are visualized using a programmable graph editor. 

Generally,, Rigi graphs consist of the artifacts that software engineers use to un-
derstandd a software system. Examples are software components such as subsystems, 
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procedures,, variables, and the dependencies between them, such as composition, calls, 
andd control- and data-flow. For our prototype, a new domain was added that describes 
thee structure of JAVA software systems and their code smell aspects. 

Unfortunately,, it is not possible in Rigi to vary the color or size of a node to indicate 
thatt it possesses a smell; all nodes of a given type have the same color and all nodes 
havee the same size. Therefore, we choose to present smells as additional nodes that are 
connectedd to the code entities that possess them. Each smell has its own node type, 
whichh has a distinct color in the graph. An advantage of this visualization is that it is 
easyy to see which parts of the system have the most smells, and would benefit most 
fromm refactoring. 

Ann alternative approach is to store code smell information as attributes of a node. 
Wee did not use this method since these attributes have noo visual representation in the 
graphh editor. Generally, they are used for querying the graph and their values can be 
inspectedd in a separate window. 

Too present the results of smell detection, we have extended the Rigi user interface 
withh a separate JCOSMO toolbar from which the user can browse the detected smells 
andd invoke all dedicated JCOSMO functionality. This includes various visualizations 
thatt provide customized views of extracted data and special filtering functions that can 
bee used to show or hide certain nodes, arcs or labels. Moreover it provides a special 
"pruning""  function that allows the user to select a particular subgraph and hide the 
rest. . 

Figuree 8.2: Complete smell graph for a test system. 
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Thee first view provided shows all the packages, classes, interfaces, methods and 
constructors,, and their attached smell nodes. This gives a basic overview of the system 
andd the distribution of the code smells. An example of this view is shown in Figure 8.2.2 

Thiss figure shows the complete smell detection graph for a small test system consisting 
off  12 classes, and approximately 1450 lines of code. 

AA disadvantage of the previous view is that it does not scale up well for large sys-
tems.. Therefore, we provide an improved view where class members such as methods 
andd constructors are collapsed into their enclosing classes. Smell nodes are shown at-
tachedd to their containing class (if a method contains a smell, it is "inherited" by the 
classs that contains the method). By using a spring layout algorithm, it becomes clear 
wheree the code smells are clustered in the system. An example of this view is shown 
inn Figure 8.3.3 This figure shows the collapsed smell detection graph for CHARTOON 

(1477 classes, 46,000 LOC). The class nodes in this view are so-called composite nodes: 
too view the smell distribution within a class, the user can double-click the class and a 
neww view is opened which shows that class with its members and their smells. 

Forr clarity, we have decided to hide node labels in these views. They can be redis-
22 Please note that this figure shows a greyscale screendump of a view that was developed for color displays. 

Thee color version is available at: http://www.cwi.nl/projects/renovate/javaQA/wcre2002/curvedraw.gif. 
33 The color version is available at: http://www.cwi.nl/projects/renovate/javaQA/wcre2002/chartoon.gif. 

Figuree 8.3: Collapsed smell graph for CHARTOON. 
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playedd at any time via the JCOSMO user interface or by using a command. All typecast 
smelll  nodes are labeled with the types they are casting to and from (when known). 
Thiss information is used by a number of filtering functions that hide certain typecasts 
orr show only casts to a certain type. Using these functions, which are also accessible 
viaa the JCOSMO user interface, a user can quickly and easily see where each kind of 
typecastt is concentrated. 

AA third view orders the program entities based on code smells instead of program 
structure.. It uses the number of smells that were detected in an entity to determine 
itss place in the graph layout. The nodes in these graphs are ordered in a grid: all 
packagess are arranged on the top row, distributed along an x-axis according to the 
averagee number of smells they contain. All classes are arranged on a singlee row below 
that,, distributed in the same way. Finally, all methods in the system are arranged on 
thee bottom row according to the number of smells they contain. 

Too prevent cluttering of the graph, this view hides the containment and inheritance 
arcs.. Furthermore, all smells are collapsed into their containing nodes. After selecting 
aa node in the view, the user can filter the graph using JCOSMO'S prune command. 
Pruningg leaves only the parents and children of the selected node. Thus, by pruning 
afterr selecting a method node, one sees the class and package in which it is defined, 
whereass pruning after selecting a class node shows all methods of that class and the 
packagee in which it is defined, and pruning after selecting a package node shows all 
classess and methods in that package. 

8.55 Concluding Remarks 

8.5.11 Evaluation 

Thee CHARTOON system consists of 46,000 LOC (without comments or empty lines) 
andd 147 classes. The extraction step takes about 30 sec. on a computer with an AMD 
Athlonn processor (1.2 Ghz) and 512 Mb main memory running linux 2.4.9-12. The 
extractedd source model contains 33,840 facts. 

Becausee of the number of classes and methods involved, the most useful view for 
examiningg CHARTOON is the one that collapses all members into their classes while 
leavingg the smell nodes attached to the class. This view is shown in Figure 8.3. Many 
codee smells were indicated (shown as dark nodes in the figure). 

Usingg node filtering, we have examined the distribution of each separate smell 
withoutt disturbing the layout of the graph. This immediately revealed that all but two 
off  the instanceof nodes were clustered in one class. Opening this class node revealed 
thatt within the class the instanceofs were fairly evenly distributed between the meth-
ods.. This suggested that they were not linked to a switch statement, but that this might 
bee code that could benefit from the introduction of overloaded methods. Inspection 
off  the source code showed that such a refactoring could be performed. 

Itt was also clear that most of the switch statements were in the same package. This 
mightt be a hint that some of these statements may be switching on the same type and 
couldd be eliminated by the introduction of an inheritance hierarchy. 
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Furthermore,, the majority of code smells originated from the use of typecasts. 
Usingg the predefined filtering functions, new views were created that show only the 
typecastt to one particular type at a time. These views showed that there were clusters of 
identicall  typecasts in particular areas of the system which suggests that a small amount 
off  refactoring could remove a large number of these smells. 

Feedbackk from the CHARTOON maintainer was generally positive. He felt that the 
JCOSMOO views were useful for conformance checking and refactoring support. Addi-
tionally,, they provided useful information for (re)documenting the system to other 
developerss and management. He was very interested in being able to repeat detection 
afterr major revisions, so that conformance to coding standards and changes in the 
softwaree quality could be monitored. 

Hiss only concerns had to do with possible difficulties when installing the tool and 
learningg the interface. To address these issues, we added the JCOSMO toolbar as de-
scribedd earlier, as well as a support web page with instructions for downloading, in-
stallingg and running the tool and links to available documentation. To make instal-
lationn even easier, we are working on a single packaged distribution of JCOSMO that 
installss all the necessary components. 

8.5.22 Related Work 

Automaticc Code Inspection 

Theree are a number of tools that perform some sort of automatic code inspection. 
Thee most well-known include the C analyzer LINT [Joh/8] and its JAVA variant JLINT 

[AB01]]  that check for type violations, portability problems and other anomalies such 
ass flawed pointer arithmetic, memory (de)allocation, null references, array bounds 
errors,, etc. IllumaSM (formerly known as InstantQA) is a defect analysis service pro-
videdd by Reasoning that identifies the location of potential crash-causing and data-
corruptingg errors. Besides providing a detailed description of each defect found, they 
reportt on defect metrics by measuring the software's defect density (the average num-
berr of defects found per thousand lines of source code) and its relation to standard 
industryy norms. 

Generally,, these tools focus on improving code quality from a technical perspec-
tive.. The fewer bugs (or defects) there are present in a piece of code, the higher the 
qualityy of that code. This differs from our approach which focuses more on code qual-
ityy as seen from a program design and programming practice perspective. 

Moree closely related to our approach is Revjava, a JAVA analysis tool developed at 
thee Software Engineering Research Centre in the Netherlands |Floo2]. Revjava per-
formss design review and architectural conformance checking. It reads JAVA byte-code 
fromm which facts are derived and metrics are collected. This information is used to 
applyy critics to the system that check whether particular design rules were violated. A 
largee number (70) of these critics are predefined and users can add their own. Report-
ingg is done by means of a class browser that shows the rule violations for each class, 
method,, etc, or using a browser that starts from the critics and shows all entities that 
violatee that critic. There is no support for visualization of rule violations which makes 
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Revjavaa less suitable for getting an overview of large software systems. 

Softwaree Metrics 

Anotherr approach to assessing the quality of software systems is based on software 
metrics.. Typically, these metrics are computed over facts that were extracted from 
thee system's source code, which is similar to our analysis. Chidamber and Kemerer de-
scribee a suite of software metrics for object oriented systems [CK94]. Systa etal report 
onn using this suite for JAVA quality analysis in their tool Shimba [SYMoo]. As in our 
approach,, Shimba represents programs as graphs where the nodes are program enti-
ties.. The computed metrics are stored as attributes of a node which can be inspected 
inn a separate window and used for querying. The metrics are not used to determine 
thee color or layout of nodes in the graph. 

CodeCrawlerr is a program understanding tool that combines software metrics and 
graphss [DDL99]. Again, nodes represent program entities, however CodeCrawler's 
distinguishingg feature is that it reports on the metrics of that entity by varying the size, 
colorr and position of the nodes in the graph. 

Theree are also a number of commercial tools that use software metrics to com-
putee the complexity and quality of software systems and present results using colored 
structuree charts, scatterplots, metric charts and Kiviat diagrams. These tools include, 
amongstt others, the McCabe QA and McCabe Reengineer tools by McCabe & Asso-
ciates,, and the Hindsight tool by IntegriSoft. 

AntiPatterns s 

Antipatternss are an extension of the design pattern idea: where design patterns de-
scribee good solutions to frequently occurring problems, antipatterns are patterns that 
describee frequently observed bad solutions for a given problem. Antipatterns explain 
whyy that solution looks attractive, why it turns out to be bad, and what positive pat-
ternss are applicable instead. 

Brownn et al, describe a number of antipatterns that can be found in software de-
velopment,, software architecture and (software) project management [BMIM98] . The 
softwaree development antipatterns are very similar to code smells in that they describe 
commonlyy seen patterns in code that could benefit from refactoring. However, an-
tipatternss are generally at a somewhat higher level, referring to source code entities at 
thee class level or higher. 

Exampless of development antipatterns include "the blob" for large classes that mo-
nopolizee processing, "golden hammer" for the misapplication of a familiar solution for 
everyy possible problem, "poltergeists" for classes with limited responsibility and life-
time,, and "cut and paste programming" for duplicate or near-duplicate code. 

Refactoringg tools 

Finally,, the work described in this chapter is related to the growing body of work on 
toolss that support the (automatic) refactoring of software systems. The original refac-
toringg tool is the Smalltalk Refactoring Browser that was developed by John Brant 
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andd Don Roberts [RBJ97]. Recently, several other commercial and open-source tools 
startedd to offer refactoring support. These include development environments such 
ass the Eclipse platform, Borland's JBuilder and IDEA by IntelliJ and refactoring tools 
suchh as jFactor by Instantiations, ReTool by Chive, and XRefactory that act as add-ons 
too popular programming environments. 

Alll  these tools have in common that they focus on the actual code transformation 
andd do not analyse when a certain refactoring can (or should) be applied. The smell 
detectionn described in this chapter could be used to add such an analysis to a program-
mingg environment allowing for an "intelligent" refactoring assistant that signals when 
aa given refactoring can be applied. 

8.5.33 Future Work 

Beckk and Fowler describe a number of smells that we can characterize as "maintenance 
smells".. What we mean by this is that these smells are not obvious from the code 
itselff  but that they manifest themselves during maintenance of the code. These smells 
include: : 

 Divergent Change: when different parts of a class are changed in different situ-
ations. . 

 Shotgun Surgery: a smell that occurs when making changes requires changing 
manyy different classes. 

 Parallel Inheritance Hierarchies: This is the case when making a new subclass in 
onee place also makes it necessary to add a new subclass in another place. 

Automaticc detection of these smells cannot be done by analysing the program code as 
wass described earlier; one has to analyse the changes that are made to the program to 
findd out whether the program suffers from these smells. An interesting topic of future 
researchh is to investigate if the data in a configuration management system (esp. ver-
sionn managers such as cvs) could be used to check for these smells. Such an approach 
seemss feasible since analysis of this type of data has already been done, for example, in 
thee context of software evolution research [BKPS97, EGK+oi], 

8.5.44 Contributions 

Wee have discussed the design considerations of a software inspection tool that is based 
onn code smell detection. We have shown how code smells can be broken up into as-
pectss that can be automatically detected. Furthermore, we have described how the 
codee smell concept may be expanded to include coding standard conformance. We 
havee investigated the feasibility of the described approach using a case study in which 
aa prototype tool was developed and applied on a software system. 

Forr the development of our prototype, JCOSMO, we have implemented an extend-
ablee IAVA code smell detector which can be reused in other tools. We have extended 
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Rigii  with an additional user interface that allows code smell browsing and visualiza-
tionn and developed several strategies for visually representing code smells within their 
programm context. 

Sincee the smell detection is fully automated, it can be tied into the development cy-
clee providing continuous quality assessment and conformance checking. The graph-
icall  overviews immediately show the maintainers if the system contains bad smells, 
whatwhat parts are affected, and where the concentration of smells is the highest. Further-
more,, since the analysis does not require the complete application, subsystems can be 
inspectedd before integration. This allows for incremental checking of large software 
systemss which is especially interesting for distributed development. 

Availability y 

Thee JCOSMO tool is available under the GNU public license and a distribution can be 
downloadedd from: http://www.cwi.nl/projects/renovate/javaQA/. 
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